Self Storage

American’s custom-engineered systems offer a fast, economical way to build your next single self storage project
American Buildings Company (ABC) offers a complete, hassle-free self storage system. Through our authorized Builder network you get everything you need from one source: in-house estimating, custom design, engineering and manufacturing. All of ABC’s building systems are IAS AC472-accredited. By choosing an International Accreditation Service (IAS) AC472-accredited building systems manufacturer, you’ll be working with a company that knows quality building systems and has the expertise, resources and infrastructure to provide quality work. You’ll also know your supplier complies with the special inspection requirements in Chapter 17 of the International Building Code.

Custom Engineering

Every self storage project is different, which is why we don’t limit your project to “cookie-cutter” solutions. Thanks to our advanced technology and expertise, we’re able to custom design, engineer and manufacture your project while simultaneously ensuring speedy delivery and erection, all without increasing costs.

Features and benefits of ABC’s Self Storage Systems Include:

- Competitive Pricing
- Custom design and engineering
- Single story floor plans
- Operational efficiency and durability
- Controlled manufacturing process
- Reduced construction time and maintenance
- Climate controlled and environmental temperature controlled facility options
Color Choices

Our self storage units are all built with panels coated with PVDF Cool or SP–Cool™, which use technology originally developed for Stealth Aircraft in the U.S. Military to increase energy savings and promote cooler interior spaces. With PVDF Cool and SP–Cool™ panels, units are cooled from the outside in, so interior cooling systems don’t have to work as hard, thus saving energy and money.

In addition to a wide range of PVDF Cool colors, ABC now offers Silicone–Polyester Cool panels in eight great color choices. SP–Cool panels features a standard 25 years warranty, while PVDF Cool panels have a 35–year warranty.

Climate Control

Climate controlled storage is a great way to protect your furniture and belongings from extreme heat or cold, humidity, and pests. Everyday items are susceptible to damage from extreme temperatures and humidity.

Climate controlled storage units protect against excessive moisture and humidity. Documents, artwork, photos and other sensitive items are prone to humidity damage. High humidity also effects electronics and can cause moisture buildup on fabrics.

Offering these options to your customers can provide you a competitive advantage that distinguishes you from the majority of self storage facilities today. For more information on how ABC can help you with your self storage needs, contact us at 888.307.4338 or visit us online at www.americanbuildings.com.
American Buildings offers the best.

Offering a complete line of proprietary turnkey systems and components, ABC can customize an engineered self storage system to meet practically any set of specifications. Whether it is a single-level or climate controlled system, ABC’s self storage facilities are designed to reduce costs and expand rental income.